DALLAH DRIVING ACADEMY
About Us

Dalla Driving Academy was founded in Doha to provide professional driving course experience. As one of the largest driving training schools in Qatar and Gulf, Dalla Driving Academy quickly became successful through dedication to safe driving techniques and by accommodating students' needs.

With more than 100,000 successful student graduates, Dalla Driving Academy is one of the most reputable choices for Expats. We offer training programs for drivers of all ages and experience levels, so you can be assured that every moment you share with us will contribute to a rewarding future of driving. Our professional instructors will help you feel comfortable and confident while you develop your driving skills. We invite you to contact one of our Academies to learn more about the wide variety of training courses we offer.
Academy Manager Message

We are providing driving training services that comply with the highest international standards & best practices. The quality and professionalism of all Dalla Driving Academy instructors is consistently maintained and further developed through an in-house ‘Instructor Training Centre’ that keeps instructors updated with the latest information and training techniques within the international driving fraternity.

Our Vision
To become the leading drivers training organization in the Middle East.
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Services

We offer a top-notch Drivers Education Program which consists of theory and practical training. We also focus and place emphasis on the student driver’s behavior and attitudes. Moreover, we also develop the concept of safety and courtesy while driving.

Theory Classes

The Theory Classes are a set of theoretical lessons that include topics regarding traffic rules, principles of safe driving, how to control the vehicle, how to avoid road hazards, how to deal with road users, driving ethics, and how to face emergencies. The lessons will be supported by pictures, films, statistics, and modern educational aids in the lecture halls. Qualified teachers will deliver the lessons in many languages. If the trainee passes the theoretical test, he/she can join training for the practical test. In case of not passing that test, he/she should reapply for another test. The duration of the theoretical training should be determined by computer according to the duration of the course. The trainee can join training for the practical test, provided that he/she already passed the theoretical test.

1. Highway transportation system.
2. Instrument panel drill & vehicle controls.
3. Traffic control devices.
4. Traffic laws and violations.
5. Adverse driving conditions.
6. Safety restraint systems.
7. Child safety.
8. Emergency situations.
10. Vehicle mechanics and maintenance.
11. Vehicle systems.
12. Risk management & accident avoidance.
13. Impaired driving.
14. Sharing the road.
15. First aid.
**Practical Classes**

During the training period, the trainee will practice driving, controlling the vehicle, dealing with the road, and more. First, the trainee will practice driving on a simulator to understand the principles of driving, then he/she will practice driving the vehicle inside the school before transitioning to the outside. The duration of practical training is determined by the trainee level and his/her ability to control the vehicle, ensuring that the trainee can drive safely on the road.

1. Pre-entry checks.
2. Introduction to basic vehicle mechanics.
3. Instrument panel and vehicle controls.
4. Vehicle system.
5. Safety restraints.
6. Basic driving maneuvers.
7. Advanced driving maneuvers.
8. Driving in various road environments.
9. Multiple types of parking.
10. Driving in low and high volume traffic environments.
11. Expressway driving.
13. Reacting in emergency situations.
14. Developing positive behavior, attitude, and courtesy.
We provide a variety of courses listed below...

- Motorcycle
- Light Vehicle
- Trailer
- Medium Truck
- Bus (55 seats)
- Excavator
- Shovel
- Crane
- Forklift
OUR FACILITIES

Decades of professional training in the field of driving experience helps us develop tailor made driving lessons, creating an easy and enjoyable learning experience.

Our experienced and trained instructors and resources will successfully guide you through your theory and practical driving tests. All of our instructors are experienced, qualified, highly dedicated and enthusiastic professionals. Our driving lessons are purposely designed to enhance students’ understanding and familiarize them with the road code syllabus. We have a fleet of brand new automatic/manual transmission vehicles for stress free training with simple and logical layouts for ease of use. We have an outstanding reputation for providing drivers training of the highest standards with a variety of courses and lessons, tailored to suit the needs of each individual with a high pass rate. We’ll teach you the driving skills to ensure you have the practical and theory knowledge and confidence to easily pass the practical test.

A 1 hour driving assessment will give us an indication of your driving ability. This won’t be a test – but it’s the way we evaluate to see how we can help. We will target those areas that require attention and make a plan from there. We teach you how to drive safe on the road. Our Instructors have extensive experience with various learners from native licenses holders to national and overseas applicants. We provide manual or automatic transmission vehicles with dual control, for safe, stress-free driving lessons.
COURSE SCHEDULING
The whole training schedule is formulated using high-tech software which will benefit you in the completion of the course without any delays.

CHILD CARE CENTER
To accommodate parents, we have a section specifically designed to monitor and entertain your children while you study.

CUSTOMER CARE DEPARTMENT
Our professional team assures to provide you the best customer service in resolving any issues and fulfilling your requirements.

TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT OFFICE
We have a traffic department office at our premises through which driving tests, license verification, and issuance of licenses is done.
EYE TEST CENTER
We have an ophthalmology clinic on our premises under the certification of MOI for eye examination as per the convenience of students.

LECTURE HALL & THEORETICAL TRAINING
We provide multilingual theory training sessions conducted in well-equipped lecture halls which can accommodate more than 50 students at a time.

SIMULATOR TRAINING
We provide high-tech simulation units with well-trained crew to provide you a real time visual driving experience prior to the practical driving lessons. We also include virtual reality training, utilizing headsets that make you feel like you’re really in a vehicle, along with an interactive table that shows an overhead view of traffic flow in any situation imaginable.
DRIVING LESSONS
We use more than 350 units of sophisticated, manual and automatic transmission brand new vehicles for training with dual control. It consists of cars, motorcycles, trailers, trucks, forklifts, and more. Our instructors have extensive experience in the field of driving which will assist to transform you into a safe and expert road user. Our ground training area is complete with all kinds of driving experiences, coupled with state of the art camera and sensor systems to accurately record and measure your progress while you drive.

FREE TRANSPORTATION
We also provide free transport for pick up and drop off from our respective outlets to our training center.

ACCOMMODATION
We provide clean and fully furnished accommodation for our female instructors, families, employees and male instructors. It is located inside school facility. It includes water, electricity, Gym and internet Wi-Fi for free.
Our Staff

We employ over 350 qualified instructors at the Institute who come from the same countries as our students and who are able, therefore, to instruct students in their primary language.

One section of our Institute is solely for the use of our female students where female instructors and assessors provide training to ladies.

Our standards are set at International levels and our driving coaching methods are continuously updated to make use of the latest driving techniques.

In relation to ensuring our services are delivered effectively, we place great importance on customer service and our Customer Service Supervisor is always ready to assist students where necessary.
Our Projects

1- Driving School Project
2- 4 x 4 Driving School Project
3- Traffic Village Project
4- Ataa Project
5- Al Amal Project for Handicap Training
6- First Aid Project
7- Social Community Project
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